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About This Game

You wake up to find your town in chaos. Everyone has gone crazy and is just attacking each other! A cryptic message is the
secret to survival-- Press X to not die!

Survive the streets, find your girlfriend, find out what happened, and get the hell out of town in this ridiculous live-action
interactive movie adventure!

Key Features

Press buttons like your life depends on it! Because it does!

Over 35 minutes of HD footage!

Graphics so amazing, they look like real life!

29 unique ways to die!
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Uncover the secrets behind the madness in a branching storyline that reflects your choices!

A Dynamic Dialogue system that constructs key spoken sentences on the fly to reflect your actions and performance,
providing for an unprecedentedly dynamic experience in an interactive movie.

“1994 Mode” re-renders the game as it would have looked during the golden age of interactive movies!

Steam Leaderboards to share your high score and the choices you made, with the world!

Fight a clown!
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Title: Press X to Not Die
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
All Seeing Eye Games
Publisher:
All Seeing Eye Games
Release Date: 6 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 800x600 or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard & Mouse or Xbox 360 Gamepad

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Italian,German
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It's absolute trash. I think I love it.. There is a lot of spirit that went into making this, obviously, but I just can't recommend it..
played a few FMV's in my life, including late shift, planet of the apes, every telltale game, and now press nothing to do die,
which is a lot more fun as pressing x to not die. glad those last 2 games are all rapped up into this game and you can enjoy both
sides of the choice. great game for the retail price. i'd say its worth it.
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